
Code of Conduct (Academic Staff)

The teacher must always aim for the highest standards of professionalism as a teacher, colleague 
and member of staff.

Attendance and lesson preparation:

 Teachers must have a lesson plan ready before each lesson. The course lesson report must be
completed after each lesson.

 Teachers must be present in the class or at the designated place 10 minutes before the lesson
commences and be in the classroom before the lesson is scheduled to start. Consistent failure to
do so will lead to disciplinary procedures.

 Lessons should finish on and not before time. Lessons should not finish more than 5 minutes late
unless required to complete task.

 All equipment (videos, CD ROMS, cassettes, etc) must be prepared and ready for use before the
lesson.

 Teachers should make any necessary photocopies well in advance of the lesson.
 Teachers are expected to give progress and level tests and to mark such tests as part of their

administration time. The students may not keep tests.
 A teacher should never leave the classroom for an unnecessarily long period (more than 5

minutes)without good reason.
 In case of sickness, teachers must inform the College as soon as possible and in no case later than

9:00 a.m. In cases where the class starts at 9am in the morning the Teacher must contact
the College an hour earlier.

 On return from sickness, the teacher must fill out the relevant form if asked and hand this to the
Head Teacher/ Dean of the College.

Dress:

 Teachers are expected to be clean, smart and presentable at all times.
 In most cases teachers are allowed to dress smart casual attire but on occasion the Teacher

may be required to dress in a more formal manner.



Miscellaneous:

 Always act in the best interests of the College by remaining positive towards the college, its 
products and procedures.

 Teachers must not remove books, videos, CD ROMS, tapes, etc from the College without prior
consent from the office staff

 Teachers must clean the whiteboard after the lesson and return all materials, books or equipment
to the staff room.  Please respect the teacher who will be using the room after you.

 Discussions concerning controversial opinions on religion and politics should be avoided.
 Any teacher wishing to take a holiday must fill out the relevant request form and hand it to the

Head Teacher/HoD at least 3 weeks before the first date of the intended holiday.

 The College Dead, may assign other teachers or office staff to observe classes.

 Teachers should actively try to create a positive working atmosphere, and aim to be civil and
pleasant to colleagues and students.

 Communicate respectfully and enthusiastically with colleagues.

 Do not lend money to or borrow money from a student.

 Do not sell materials directly to a student.
 Do not take money directly from a student in payment for materials or classes.

ABOVE ALL:

Failure to maintain the following standards will be deemed as gross misconduct and will result 

in immediate dismissal:

 Amorous relationships with any of the students are strictly prohibited, as are relationships with
other members of staff.

 Teachers under no circumstances are allowed to arrange classes with students for their own
private gain. Any indication of an agreement between students and teachers regarding private
classes not arranged by the school are strictly forbidden.

 Never take, use or be under the influence of illegal substances, drugs or alcohol either during
working hours or on the College premises.

 Smoking is not permitted inside any classroom building. Teachers who wish to smoke should do
so away from the students view, entrances should be avoided under any circumstance.

 Never bring illegal substances, drugs or alcohol on the College  premises.

 Never use foul language.
 Never act in a way, which may cause offence to a colleague, a student or any other visitor to the

college.
 Never act in a manner, which may cause offence to local custom and religion.
 Never break the law
 Be respectful of Chinese customs and cultural norms.






